BE R T HSIGH T
an AICON module

Unleash the Power of AI to Maximize the
Throughput of Berth & Vessel Operations
Manage the space within the berth, and optimize vessel & crane
allocation, with BerthSight - an AI powered module that recommends
best practices for assigning vessels to berths, cranes to vessels, and
the placement of containers getting loaded onto or unloaded from
the vessel.
Data is directly captured from the TOS and various vessel booking
systems. The internal data is further enriched by external data
feeds, such as; weather, marine traffic, tidal waves, etc. BerthSight
then consolidates the internal and external data, interprets it and
learns from it, to build an accurate & effective digital twin model of
waterside operations.
Leveraging this highly accurate digital twin model, BerthSight builds
a precise model that takes crane size & performance, quay size,
vessel arrival time & size, and depth of the water into consideration
and makes AI driven recommendations for managing and allocating
berth space, and for assigning specific numbers and types of cranes
to vessels.
Engage BerthSight to achieve full and optimized utilization of the
berth, and cranes. Equip the terminal operators with the necessary
tools to avoid potential fragmentation, to decrease vessel turnaround
time and wasteful re-handles, and to increase the overall throughput,
productivity and utilization of the terminal by significant margins.
BerthSight is entirely terminal and equipment agnostic, and
is adaptable to manual, semi-automatic or automatic terminal
configurations.

Optimize:
The utilization of the
terminal’s berths, and
overall discharge and
load plans

Improve:
Vessel turnaround time,
and yard utilization

Maximize:
Throughput and overall
productivity

Solve:
Fragmentation
issues that arise from
incorrect vessel to berth
assignment, and rehandling issues that arise
from incorrect crane to
vessel assignment

AICON solution suite
optimizes container
terminal operations. Using the latest
AI technologies. AICON brings the
future to the terminal to increase
overall ROI.

P O R T SIGH T
an A IC O N m o d ule

YA R D SIG HT
an A IC O N m o d u le

BERTHSIGHT
an A IC O N m o d u le

Conforms to
the terminal’s
constraints and
parameters

Cloud based
application
Viewable on
any web
browser

Seamlessly
implemented
Simple to use

Features and
Functionality
Vessel Berth Assignment
Drastically reduce vessel turnaround
time and manage available berth
space optimally with this AI driven
recommendation feature that decides
the ideal placement of each vessel based
on the scheduled arrival time, forecasted
departure time and depth of the water

Crane Assignment
Maximize the overall throughput of the
yard with this AI driven recommendation
feature that decides the type & number
of cranes to allocate to a vessel, and
where to place them, based on crane size,
performance and quay size

Vessel Stowing
Optimize the overall operations and
efficiencies of the terminal with this AI
driven recommendation feature that
assigns placement to the containers
being loaded onto or unloaded from the
vessel
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